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The elephant in the 
room

Quante gambe ha l’elefante?





“ Apprendimento automatico 
avverso

Fornire input artefatto ad un sistema basato su 
machine learning in modo di mandarlo in confusione





Piccola modifica… grosso risultato

N. Martins et al. (2020): Adversarial Machine Learning Applied to Intrusion and Malware Scenarios: Systematic Review, Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/ACCESS.2020.2974752



N. Martins et al. (2020): Adversarial Machine Learning Applied to Intrusion and Malware Scenarios: Systematic Review, Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/ACCESS.2020.2974752



Rischio cyber dei sistemi basati su IA

Finlayson et al. (2019): Adversarial attacks agains medical deep learning systems



Tipologia di attacchi

• Influenza:
• Manomissione dei dati di addestramento (poisoning)
• Estrazione di altre informazioni dall’IA (evasione)

• Violazioni di sicurezza:
• Integrità (classificazione come normale)
• Disponibilità (classificazioni errate di ogni tipo)
• Privacy (ottenere informazioni dall’algoritmo di apprendimento)

• Specifici:
• Indirizzati verso una classe
• Non indirizzati ad una classe e con il tentativo di creare classificazioni 

scorrette



Black box

• Nessuna conoscenza sul classificatore

White box

• Dati di addestramento

• Parametri

• Alter informazioni utili sul classificatore



Apprendimento automatico avverso

Esperimenti e test dimostrano la fattibilità

Numerose tecniche per generare esempi di dati 
avversi

Uso del machine learning contro il machine learning 
(GAN/WGAN)

Alcune richiedono grande capacità di calcolo e sono 
difficilmente fattibili in ambienti reali



“ Apprendimento Automatico 
Avverso

Realtà o esperimento?



Evil roadsign





Altre ipotesi

• Sistemi automatici di trading

• Riconoscimento immagine in campo medico e per 
data input in generale

• Generazione del testo



Ok sono attaccabili…

Ci si può difendere?



Meccanismi di difesa più frequentemente 
utilizzati

• Addestramento contro un avversario

• Gradient masking

• Defensive distillation

• Feature squeezing

• Transferability block

• Universal perturbation defense method

• MagNet



Solo immagini?

Apprendimento avverso e testo
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Matteo BREGONZIO, Ph.D
CTO Datrix

- Senior data scientist
- + 15y in Software Development and Cloud computing
- Team leader, project management, Agile development
- Experience in cybersecurity:

- CTO @ Datrix 
- Horizon 2020 project -> https://cs-aware.com
- Cyber 4.0 -> http://aiaguard.com (coming soon)

https://cs-aware.com
http://aiaguard.com


Cyber 4.0 è il Centro di Competenza nazionale ad alta 
specializzazione per la cybersecurity finanziato dal Ministero dello 
Sviluppo Economico.



A.I.A. Guard
www.aiaguard.com 

MAKING A.I. SYSTEMS 
SAFE AND RELIABLE

http://www.canary-ai.com


Artificial intelligence 
is now part of our 
everyday lives
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Over the past years A.I. has left the laboratory and has entered our lives, having a 

“real-world impact on people, institutions, business and culture”.  Some examples:

Finding  the best treatment plans 
according to patient data.Healthcare

AI APPLICATION TO: BEST FOR...

Finding new drugs based on previous data and 
medical intelligence

Enabling early diagnosis

Giving personalized experiences for 
customers predicting their future 
behaviors

Marketing & 
Sales

Prioritizing Sales rep actions based on 
lead scores and contact factors.

Detecting fraudulent
and abnormal financial behaviorsFinTech
Credit lending application

Monitoring personal finance through 
Robo-Advisor

Maintaining your robots and other 
machinery to minimize disruptions to 
operations.

Manufacturing

AI APPLICATION TO: BEST FOR...

Digitizing processes in weeks without 
replacing legacy systems

Self-Driving Cars
Autonomous
Things

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Responding to security threat
Cybersecurity

Detecting even the tiniest anomalies in your 
environment

Automating emergency response procedures by 
instant notification capabilities.

Drones Vision Systems



Artificial intelligence 
can be both a blessing 
and a curse for 
cybersecurity
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With A.I.A adversaries can gain control over the 
state-of-art AI systems with carefully-perturbed 
input data samples, aimed to mislead the 
machine learning algorithm detection at test 
time [2]

Machine learning algorithms are impressive at 

dealing with large volumes of data, but they 

must be trained properly using well-labelled, 

accurate training data.

Compared to traditional hardware-software 

systems, AI-powered systems present 

specific features that can be attacked in 

non-traditional ways (A.I.A. - Artificial 

Intelligence Attacks [1,2]).

[1] Artificial intelligence cybersecurity , April 2021, source:  www.ceps.eu 
[2] Attacking Artificial Intelligence: AI's security vulnerability and what policymakers can do about it , August 2019, source: www.belfercenter.org 

https://www.ceps.eu/artificial-intelligence-and-cybersecurity/
http://www.ceps.eu
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/AttackingAI
http://www.belfercenter.org


Recent studies reveal how disruptive A.I.A can be if applied on some area where AI is widely used nowadays:

Manipulating eCommerce as well as video/audio-streaming 

platforms recommender system injecting fake users with 

carefully crafted ratings [1].

Altering the results of ML model in medical image processing by 

adding noises and misclassify a benign mole as malignant with high 

confidence [2].

Misclassifying traffic signs in order to provoke a multitude of

disastrous consequences, ranging from a life-threatening accident to 

even a large-scale interruption of transportation services relying on 

autonomous cars [3].

How A.I.A can impact on state-of-the-art systems?

With more and more indistinguishable poisoned training samples for human inspection and 
no easy fixes, security pros must focus on prevention and detection.

[1]  Social manipulation of online recommender systems, October 2010, source : www.researchgate.com 
[2]  Automated classification of skin lesions: from pixels to practice , October 2018, source : www.jidonline.org
[3]  Robust physical-world attacks on deep learning visual classification , April 2018, source  : www.arxiv.org 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220886806_Social_Manipulation_of_Online_Recommender_Systems
http://www.researchgate.com
https://www.jidonline.org/article/S0022-202X(18)32293-0/fulltext
https://www.jidonline.org/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.08945.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org
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Artificial Intelligence Attacks

Data Poisoning

Data Privacy Misuse

AIA-Guard provides 
ad-hoc protection of 
AI systems against:



GIVEN THE DIFFICULTIES IN FIXING POISONED MODELS, 
AIA-GUARD IS AN INNOVATIVE 

MACHINE-LEARNING-HARDENING SOLUTION TO TACKLE 
ARTIFICIAL-INTELLIGENCE-ATTACKS. 

In particular AIA-Guard can either block attack attempts or detect malicious inputs 

before the next training cycle happens analysing the entire development life cycle. 

From feature engineering to model training and 

deployment.



AST DATASET 
ANALYSIS

VAPT REPORT 
GENERATION

Steps to stop AI Attacks

Application Security 
testing

Detect sensitive 
information

Data Poisoning 
analysis

Vulnerability assessment 
penetration test

Actionable insights

- Identifies security 
weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities in the 
source code of the machine 
learning application. 
- Scans software 
dependencies for known 
vulnerabilities.

- Identifies opportunities 
for data leaks on sensitive 
data and  personal 
information (phone 
numbers, emails, zip code, 
etc).

- Explores dataset to 
detect possible data 
poisoning impacts.
- Stress tests the 
pre-trained model using 
GAN-generated synthetic 
data.
- Identifies possible model 
drifts,  exploring 
predictions  through 
Explainable-AI . 

- Detects and try to exploit  
vulnerabilities on the 
exposed services and APIs 
which can make them 
subject to malicious 
activities.  

- Generates clear reports 
of all the executed 
procedures, suggesting 
corrective actions when 
possible.  

ML 
HARDENING



How AIA-Guard Works?

Source code (by repo 

sharing), training 

dataset, pre-trained 

model output, APIs

Website
(starting point)

Static source code 

analysis to identify 

vulnerabilities and 

indicate mitigation 

actions
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FINAL 
REPORT

Dataset Analysis  to 

identify 

personal-sensitive 

data to be anonymized
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Penetration Testing
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Testing the released 

services and tech 

stack analysis

D
ata

 Poisoning
 risk eva

luation - 
Exp

la
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b
le A

I

Detection of 

unjustified output 

changes and use of 

risky models

Deliverable: ReportDeliverable: Report

Deliverable: Report Deliverable: Report

HTML - PDF

Offline / 
On-Prem

(starting point)
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Why Now?

ACCORDING TO GARTNER, 30% OF ALL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
CYBER-ATTACKS BY 2022 ARE EXPECTED TO LEVERAGE TRAINING-DATA 

POISONING, MODEL THEFT, OR ADVERSARIAL SAMPLES TO ATTACK MACHINE 
LEARNING-POWERED SYSTEMS.

o The European Commission has been approaching to 
trustworthy AI systems by introducing a set of new rules 
and actions aimed to strengthening AI uptake. High-risk 
AI system will be subject to strict obligations before 
they can be put on the market [1] .

o Today organizations fight data poisoning and AIA 
through general and limited methodologies as 
Application Security Testing (AST)

o There's a lack of providers in the market specifically 
focused to prevent and detect AIA with a 360° vision.

1)  Europe fit for the Digital Age: Commission proposes new rules and actions for excellence and trust in Artificial Intelligence , April 2021, source  : www.ec.europa.eu  

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_1682
http://www.ec.europa.eu


FEATURE

AST  Program 
Analysis

Vulnerability assessment
& Penetration testing

Why AIA-Guard?

Data Poisoning  
risk analysis

AIA-Guard

Privacy-preserving
Sanitization

Because is the only solution on the market that provides a 360° protection for your AI Systems

snyk ZAProxy Fortify Rapid7



Why AIA-Guard?

IS EASY !

Is highly flexible and 

adaptable to every 

industry and organization 

dimension

IS CUSTOMIZABLE !

Can be used as SAS or 

deploy locally. 

Furthermore, you can 

activate a subset of 

modules.

IS INNOVATIVE!

EU first solution for AIA  
fully GDPR compliant

IS COST-EFFECTIVE!

Differently from 

existing solution is 

specialised on AIA 



Adversarial AI

Milano 16/05/2022



Introduction

AI has disrupted many 
industries and is the core 
of next-generation 
technologies.

AI poses new trust, risk and security 
management requirements that conventional 
controls do not address.

AI poses considerable data risks as large, 
sensitive datasets are often used to train AI 
models, and are shared across organizations.

Gartner - Market Guide for AI Trust, Risk and Security Management – Sept 2021



Introduction

> The AI Trust, Risk and Security Management Market (AI 
TRiSM) comprises multiple software segments that ensure 
AI model; governance, trustworthiness, fairness, 
reliability, efficacy, security and data protection. 

> These tools include solutions for; model interpretability and 
explainability, AI data protection, model operations 
(ModelOps), data anomaly detection and adversarial 
attack resistance.

> No single platform vendor covers all segments and aspects 
of AI threats and risks.

Gartner - Market Guide for AI Trust, Risk and Security Management – Sept 
2021



The future is now

> Like any maturing technology, AI is becoming a lucrative 
target for cybercriminals.

> The number of real-world AI incidents is growing in 
automotive, biometrics, robotics, and internet industries. 
Problems in confidentiality, integrity, and availability prove 
the need for secure and responsible AI.

[1]  Social manipulation of online recommender systems, October 2010,  
[2]  Automated classification of skin lesions: from pixels to practice , October 2018, 
[3] Facial recognition bypass incident, February 2022,
[4]  Hackers tricked Tesla into accelerating by 50 mils per hour , February 2020,
[5]  Un disastro immobiliare online, November 2021

Manipulating eCommerce as well as video/audio-streaming 
platforms recommender system injecting fake users with 
carefully crafted ratings [1].

Altering the results of ML model in medical image 
processing by adding noises and misclassify a benign mole 
as malignant with high confidence [2].

Hackers have manipulated multiple Tesla cars into 
speeding up by 50 miles per hour. The researchers fooled 
the car’s Mobileye EyeQ3 camera system by subtly altering 
a speed limit sign on the side of a road in a way that a 
person driving by would almost never notice.[4].

Facial recognition software used by the government is so 
flawed one man was able to 'cheat California out of 
$900,000 in fake unemployment payments by posting pix 
of himself in a curly ginger wig’ [3]

Zillow lost $381 million after the data science 
model got out of hand [5]

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220886806_Social_Manipulation_of_Online_Recommender_Systems
https://www.jidonline.org/article/S0022-202X(18)32293-0/fulltext
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10503775/Man-cheats-California-900K-UI-payments-exploiting-govt-used-facial-recognition-software.html
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/02/19/868188/hackers-can-trick-a-tesla-into-accelerating-by-50-miles-per-hour/
https://www.metallirari.com/disastro-immobiliare-online-caso-zillow-stupido-algoritmo/


AI areas under attack

Computer vision is the most popular AI victim with dozens of image and video applications attacked. Such interest is correlated to 
the maturity and popularity of the vision AI.

Adversa - The Road to Secure and Trusted AI – V.1.1



AI applications under attack

Adversa - The Road to Secure and Trusted AI – V.1.1

> The most popular AI applications are also the most 
scrutinized. Some such as image
classification span across industries putting them at 
risk.
 
> Others like facial recognition and
malware detection undermine trust in AI being at the 
core of mission-critical products.

> There is hardly an area of smart software that isn’t 
affected. As the AI adoption grows,
researchers explore cases from machine translation, 
lending decisions, or electrodiagnosis
to emotion detection, content moderation, or fact 
checking in order to subvert them.



Interest in security of AI

Adversa - The Road to Secure and Trusted AI – V.1.1

For a long time, interest in 
attacking and
defending AI systems has 
been driven by
academia alone. 

With the AI adoption 
growth,
corporate research labs 
started to invest in AI
security R&D. 

More research papers 
were published in the
past two years than in 
the prior two decades.

Gartner published several
works related to threats
related to security of AI



Interest in security of AI

Adversa - The Road to Secure and Trusted AI – V.1.1

Based on the total number of publications, the 
United States and China predictably lead, 
while the United Kingdom and Germany share 
third place. Although, if we consider research 
per capita (in millions), the top 3 countries are 
Singapore, Switzerland, and Israel.

Due to the siloed research environment and 
language differences with China, we expect
that their real number of research publications 
and state-sponsored AI security research
and development is significantly higher than 
our research methodology is able to show.



Interest in security of AI

Google Trend

From 2017 to now, users 
interest towards »
adversarial attacks» has 
been rising as 
demonstrated by the 
worldwide volume of 
searches on Google



Top 10 Attacks on AI Systems

Most attacks against AI systems 
resemble
traditional application security attacks.

Adversa - The Road to Secure and Trusted AI – V.1.1



● 88% of decision-makers in the security industry believe offensive AI is coming [1]

● In 2023, 20% of successful account takeover attacks will use deepfakes to socially engineer users to turn 
over sensitive data or move money into criminal accounts. [2]

● By 2024, 60% of AI providers will include a means to mitigate possible harm as part of their technologies. 
[3]

● In 2022, attacks on AI will be less common than traditional attacks on software – at least in the short term – 
but will definitely be responsible for higher losses. [4]

● To tackle these challenges, 56% of SRM leaders want to invest resources and hire cybersecurity personnel 
with AI skills, a skill that only 2% of the available cybersecurity talent on the market has. [5]

● Neither CISOs nor AI teams feel fully prepared to manage information risk related to AI. Only 30% of AI 
teams feel fully prepared to take on the information risk associated with AI. [6]

Strategic Planning Assumption

[1]  Forrester, The Emergence Of Offensive AI, May 2021,  
[2] [3] Gartner Market Guide for AI Trust, Risk and Security Management, October 2018, 
[4]  Securityweek: Cyber Insights 2022: Adversarial AI, January 2022,
[5] TenthCherry Case Study: Cyber Risk Management of AI Through - Data and Analytics Partnership, November 2021
[6] Gartner: How Organizations Manage AI Information Risk Today, April 2021
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